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Welcome to Lagerquist Concert Hall.
Please disable the audible signal on all watches and cellular phones for the duration of the concert.
Use of cameras, recording equipment and all digital devices is not permitted in the concert hall.

**PROGRAM**

Serenade, Waltz, and March, for piano four-hands ........................................................... Ernesto Halffter (1905-1989)

The Fantastic Horseman, for piano four-hands .................................................. Oscar Lorenzo Fernández (1897-1948)

Caitlyn Babcock and Courtney Stark, piano

Jamaican Rumba, for two pianos ........................................................................................Arthur Benjamin (1893-1960)

Natalia Parmly and Ricardo de la Torre, pianos

Allegro brilliant, op. 92, for piano four-hands .................................................................Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847)

  I. Andante
  II. Allegro assai vivace

Ella Kalinichenko and Fiona Ashton-Knochel, piano